Claudia Losi // How do I imagine being there?
The archipelago of St Kilda is the most remote part of the British Isles, in the Outer
Hebrides, Scotland. Some of the most populous colonies of marine birds make their
nests amongst its cliffs, which rise straight up out of the ocean. In 1930 the last
inhabitants left the island for good: all that remains are stonewalls, houses, trails marked
by their toil; the entire topography has lost its framework; what was once there is
dispersed, what was once hoped for never to come about. The artist Claudia Losi
managed to reach St Kilda only in 2012, after having tried a few years earlier in vain.
To what degree may a place be described by its geology, geography and history, and
how much of it is imagined? The code of description and its syntax transforms and
multiplies relentlessly; it finds unexpected connections, words that were first spoken in
other places, ways of thinking that belong to other people, who use entirely different tools
for observation. What does it mean to think of a place before being there physically? How
many descriptions inhabit our consciousness? Which among them determine the words
and images we decide to return to the world?
How do I imagine being there? sets out to answer these question by means of a choral
reflection: a writer, a semiologist and a cinema historian, a geographer, a biologist and a
naturalist, a neuroscientist, a psychiatrist and an artist lent all Losi their voices to
describe the idea of an ‘archipelago world’, starting out from St Kilda.
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The book also features a series of new plates by the artist.
Claudia Losi studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna and graduated in Languages
from the Bologna University. The most recent among her numerous exhibitions in Italy
and abroad include: W.Women in Italian Design, Triennale Design Museum, Milan
(2016); Concha de Amor, Livorno In Contemporanea; I can reach you, from one to many,
Tenuta dello Scompiglio, Vorno-Lucca (2015); Women for life. Regina José GalindoClaudia Losi, La Maréchalerie-centre d’art contemporain de l’énsa V, Versailles and
Studio Orta Les Moulins, Boissy-le-Châtel; Autoritratti. Iscrizioni del femminile nell’arte
italiana contemporanea, MAMbo, Bologna (2013); MAXXI, Rome (Una volta,
all’improvviso…, 2012 and Spazio, 2010); Les Funérailles de la Baleine, installation and
performance with Vinicio Capossela, Viafarini-DOCVA, Milan (2011); SI Sindrome
italiana, MAGASIN, Grenoble; Aware: Art Fashion Identify, Royal Academy of Arts,
London (2010); Balena Project, IKON Gallery, Birmingham; Patterns of Identity,
Stenersen Museum, Oslo; La Coda della Balena 1995-2008, Marino Marini Museum,
Florence (2008).
Nature and science are her sources for inspiration, together with history and
anthropology. Her research focuses on knowledge-based experiences such as the
relationship between human and nature, travel and exploration. Since 1998 she has
taken part to many participatory group projects. Losi explores the concept of narration
through art and writing, using her work to connect and foster new communities among
human relations.
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